Storytelling/Author-Illustrator
* 1,2,3 & My ABC – Frané Lessac
From the islands of the Caribbean, the jungles of Africa, the mountains of Indian to the
outback of Australia – join award winning author/illustrator Frané Lessac on a counting and
alphabet safari. Be enchanted by a world of stories in this factastic, fun packed session,
guaranteed to entertain and inform thirsty young minds. This performance uses Frané’s
vibrant picture books A is for Australia, A is for Australian Animals and Island Counting 1-2-3
to share her stories whilst helping children to remember their ABC’s and 123’s.
Cost: $350 + $35 gst = $385 inc gst for up to 60 children

* Catrina and Buzzy Bee’s Flower Adventure – Catrina Hylton
Catrina the beekeeper is helping her friend Buzzy Bee plan her next adventure. Together
they will visit the wonderful flowers of the world; from the Japanese cherry blossom to the
English Rose to the beautiful Australian Wattle. Through songs and stories Catrina and Buzzy
Bee will learn about the flowers, their scents, healing properties and symbolic meanings. So
let’s smell the roses, smile with the sunflowers and tiptoe through the tulips!
Cost: $300 – gst n/a

* Celebrations – Catrina Hylton
We all love to celebrate, but the ways and symbols we use to do this can be very different.
Come on a journey filled with the stories, music, dancing and ceremonies from different
cultures and see how some of the most popular celebrations are celebrated around the world.
Cost: $300 – gst n/a

* Turbans, Ties and Turkish Slippers- Bronwyn Vaughan
Madame BonBon creates clothes, hats and shoes fit for a Maharaja, a Sultan, a Queen. She
comes from a long line of tailors, milliners and shoemakers who have made and sold their
creations in exotic locations all over the world. With her pet poodle, Peaches, she tells
their tales- about fine clothes and fantastic fabrics. Based on stories from France,
Turkey, India and Russia and told with beautiful props, puppets, sets, costumes, dance,
music and song this delightful show explores the way we find individual and cultural
expression through clothing, costume and dress.
Cost: $350 + $35 gst = $385 inc gst for a maximum of 40 students.

* Floating on a Sea of Stories – Bronwyn Vaughan
Based on traditional children’s stories from Japan, the performance tells the story of
Oshin, a poor peasant, who, in a day of very ‘good luck’, acquires a sailing boat and saves a
bird. Together they embark on a journey over the Sea of Japan, meeting a host of
marvelous characters; sailors, fishermen, boat makers, sail weavers... even monsters, who
share tales of magic, bravery, kindness, ingenuity, determination, family, friendship and
joy.
Cost: $350 + $35 gst = $385 inc gst for a maximum of 40 students.
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